
NATURE
DRAWING PROMPTS

Mountains
Waterfall
Flowers
Clouds
Tree Branch
Pair of Birds
WWolf or Lion
Butterfly
Rain
Fish
Crystal
Leaf
River

Mushroom
Sun
Whale
Vines
Dog or Cat
Tree
FFrog
Shell
Volcano
Insect
Cactus
Acorn
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FAVORITE...
Character (TV show, movie, book, etc)
Place in the world
Food
Person or people
Flower
Product
AnimalAnimal
Fruit
Pair of shoes
Type of weather
Vegetable
Hobby or Thing to do
Mode of transportation
SnackSnack
Beverage
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OC
DRAW AN ORIGINAL CHARACTER WITH...

a Tail
Wings
a Tattoo or Scar
Different colored eyes
Horns, Halo, or Sparkles
Gloves or Boots
Animal Animal Ears or Elf Ears
Fangs or Claws
Headphones, Headband, Necklace, Belt or Scarf
Suit, Dress, Skirt, Shorts, Tank Top, Sweatshirt,
    and/or Cloak
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Flowers growing in a strange place
Combine two different animals into one
A bottle filled with something that makes you happy
Something floating in outer space
Eyes, the moon, and stars in one drawing
A puddle with something in it
DooDoorway to another world
Something inside a heart
A cloud with something coming out of it
Dragon
A house in the sky
Letter or mesage in a bottle
An object with wings
Whale in the skyWhale in the sky
Snowflake
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A DRAWING A DAY

1. A meal you ate today
2. A cow, horse, or sheep
3. A person in your life as a cartoon character 
4. The moon and stars
5. Something from the lyrics of a song you are listening to
6. Eyes
7. Som7. Somewhere you want to visit
8. A cartoon character you saw rencently
9. A product you are grateful for
10. Something that is your favorite color
11. An animal you saw today
12. Hands or feet
13. Your outfit
14. A jar with som14. A jar with something inside
15. Something that scares you
16. Your dream house
17. Something that makes you happy or relaxed
18. A face or emoji
19. Something or an animal that can fly
20. Something you’ve been wanting to buy
21. M21. Mythical creature
22. Something from your childhood
23. FLowers
24. Something that starts with the same first letter as your first name
25. Funny or quirky animal
26. Cityscape
27. Something in your room
28. An original cha28. An original character or create your own animal
29. Something soft
30. Ocean, river, or waterfall
31. Draw something that is hot or cold
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FUNNY

A potato with a goofy face
A superhero wearing a tutu
A rabbit with long legs
A lazy or sleepy animal
An animal wearing a food costume
An animal dancing
A bear chilling in a poolA bear chilling in a pool
A human and bug combined
An animal with a mustache
A donut wearing clothes
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